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Benefit.  Included also in the IEE business management system is how many of the tools used within Lean Six 
Sigma can be applied at the business level as well, including a predictive scorecard system.  This methodology 
is described in Integrated Enterprise Excellence Volume II - Business Deployment: A Leaders’ Guide for Going 
Beyond Lean Six Sigma and the Balanced Scorecard, Forrest W. Breyfogle III, Bridgeway Books/Citius 
Publishing, Austin, TX, 2008.4 

Lean Six Sigma remote blended and stand-up training is available, where there is a alignment and referencing of 
the concepts described in these books, which can be used long after the training.   

The references and links below provide more information about these enhanced methods.  

  

Enhancements to Traditional Business Practices 

The following articles provide information about enhancements to traditional strategic planning and its 
execution:  

 Business Management System: Issues and Resolution 
 Enhanced Business Management System: Descriptive Videos 
 Project Selection with Whole-enterprise Benefit 
 Performance Reporting (KPI Reporting): Issues and Resolution 
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